The distribution of fetal hemoglobin and the types of gamma chain in red cell fractions separated by gradient centrifugation from blood of patients with sickle cell anemia and other hemoglobinopathies.
Isopycnic separations of red cells from cord bloods, and from patients with sickle cell anemia, different forms of HPFH, S-beta O-thalassemia, and a beta +-thalassemia homozygosity were made in order to evaluate the distribution of Hb F and the relative levels of G gamma and A gamma chains over the cell fractions. As expected, the cord blood data showed decreased levels of both Hb-F and G gamma chains in the top cell fractions since the beta leads to gamma and high G gamma: A gamma low G gamma: A gamma switches are operative around the time of birth. Complete cell fractionations were made on the blood of three SS patients with low G gamma values (40%) and three SS patients with high G gamma values (60%). The proportion of G gamma chain was constant in all cell fractions, while the Hb-F level was higher in cells with higher densities. The difference in the quantities of the three types of gamma chain in the fetal hemoglobins of two SS patients with an A gamma T heterozygosity, one having a low G gamma value and the other a high G gamma level, can be explained by assuming an alteration in a regulatory mechanism. Considerable variation both in the level of Hb F and in the percentage of G gamma chain was observed in two G gamma A gamma-HPFH heterozygotes with a relatively low G gamma percentage of 30%; an inverse relationship was present between the two parameters. Such a phenomenon was not evident for the G gamma A gamma-HPFH homozygote, and also did not exist in two additional G gamma A gamma-HPFH heterozygotes with an associated alpha-thalassemia-2 heterozygosity who had a similar amount of Hb F but with higher G gamma values of about 50%. The difference in G gamma values between these two categories of G gamma A gamma-HPFH could be due to a higher affinity of the G gamma chains over A gamma chains for a slightly decreased amount of alpha chains as in an alpha-thalassemia-2 heterozygosity. 2 heterozygosity. Although an increased synthesis of Hb-F with G gamma chains was again observed after in vitro incubation of reticulocytes with [35S]methionine none of the isolated cell fractions contained a Hb F with the alpha 2 G gamma 2 composition.